マークシート課題

第 1 回
LISTENING TEST

In the Listening test, you will be asked to demonstrate how well you understand spoken English. The entire Listening test will last approximately 14 minutes. There are four parts, and directions are given for each part. You must mark your answers on the separate answer sheet. Do not write answers in your test book.

Part 1

Directions: For each question in this part, you will hear four statements about a picture in your test book. When you hear the statements, you must select the one statement that best describes what you see in the picture. Then find the number of the question on your answer sheet and mark your answer. The statements will not be printed in your test book and will be spoken only one time.

1.

2.
Part 2

**Directions:** You will hear a question or statement and three responses spoken in English. They will not be printed in your test book and will be spoken only one time. Select the best response to the question or statement and mark the letter (A), (B), or (C) on your answer sheet.

3. Mark your answer on your answer sheet.

4. Mark your answer on your answer sheet.

5. Mark your answer on your answer sheet.

6. Mark your answer on your answer sheet.

7. Mark your answer on your answer sheet.

Part 3

**Directions:** You will hear some conversations between two or more people. You will be asked to answer three questions about what the speakers say in each conversation. Select the best response to each question and mark the letter (A), (B), (C), or (D) on your answer sheet. The conversations will not be printed in your test book and will be spoken only one time.

8. What is the situation?
   - (A) The man and woman are planning to go out to eat together.
   - (B) The woman has offered to get the man a sandwich.
   - (C) The man has offered to pick up a sandwich for the woman.
   - (D) The man is giving the woman half of his sandwich.

9. Which of the following is the woman’s regular choice?
   - (A) A turkey sandwich
   - (B) A corned beef sandwich
   - (C) A pastrami sandwich
   - (D) A sandwich that is half corned beef and half pastrami

10. What will the order be?
    - (A) One turkey sandwich on white and one corned beef-pastrami combo on rye
    - (B) One corned beef sandwich and one corned beef-pastrami combo on rye
    - (C) One turkey sandwich on white and one corned beef on rye
    - (D) Two corned beef/pastrami combos on rye

11. What are they discussing?
    - (A) Attending a meeting together
    - (B) Staffing a trade fair
    - (C) Getting to Philadelphia
    - (D) Taking a trip to France

12. Where is the event being held?
    - (A) In Paris
    - (B) In Denver
    - (C) In New York City
    - (D) In Philadelphia

13. How do they feel about Greg?
    - (A) The man thinks he would be good, but the woman disagrees.
    - (B) The woman thinks he would be good, but the man disagrees.
    - (C) Both of them believe that he is the right person for the job.
    - (D) They feel that they do not have enough background information about him.
14. What is this conversation mainly about?
   (A) A restaurant William went to
   (B) Plans for lunch that day
   (C) A restaurant opening
   (D) A company outing

15. What was the man’s one complaint about the restaurant?
   (A) The service wasn’t good.
   (B) The menu had few options.
   (C) The wait was long.
   (D) The servings are small.

16. Why does the woman say, “Is that so”?
   (A) She was surprised how much William enjoyed himself.
   (B) She didn’t know there was such a restaurant.
   (C) She wasn't aware the restaurant served desert.
   (D) She hadn’t realized the restaurant was so close.

Part 4

Directions: You will hear some talks given by a single speaker. You will be asked to answer three questions about what the speaker says in each talk. Select the best response to each question and mark the letter (A), (B), (C), or (D) on your answer sheet. The talks will not be printed in your test book and will be spoken only one time.

17. What is the status of this flight?
   (A) It has been delayed, but it is about to take off.
   (B) It has arrived late and is not yet able to get to the gate.
   (C) It is having problems and may be canceled.
   (D) It is pulling up to the gate at the time of the announcement.

18. Who does NOT have to hurry off the plane?
   (A) Passengers on Flight 131 to Denver
   (B) People connecting to Flight 231 to Des Moines
   (C) Those who will be on Flight 213 to Dallas
   (D) Anyone flying on Flight 230 to Detroit

19. What should passengers do right now?
   (A) Stand up
   (B) Go to the front of the plane
   (C) Wait for certain people to get off the flight
   (D) Stay in their seats

20. Where is this speech being heard?
   (A) In an automobile showroom
   (B) At a car dealer’s customer service office
   (C) At an owner’s dinner sponsored by a car dealer
   (D) At a car salesperson dinner being held in a hotel

21. Which of the following topics will most likely NOT be part of Rick’s speech?
   (A) What owners should do for regular service
   (B) What kind of service choices customers have
   (C) What people should do to maintain their cars
   (D) Ideas for financing a new car

22. When is the Q & A period?
   (A) Right after the head mechanic speaks
   (B) Right at the conclusion of the short film
   (C) Directly following the meal
   (D) Just after the drawing for the prize
23. What happened?
   (A) There was a hurricane that began in Fort Lauderdale.
   (B) A hurricane made landfall in Boca Raton and moved north.
   (C) There was a hurricane that attacked Miami and went south.
   (D) A hurricane attacked Palm Beach and traveled south.

24. Including Paula, how many Atlantic storms have there been this year?
   (A) Two
   (B) Twelve
   (C) Sixteen
   (D) Sixty-five

25. What pattern did the storm follow?
   (A) It hit in the evening and was stronger by morning.
   (B) It hit in the early morning and was stronger by the afternoon.
   (C) It hit in the early morning and was weaker by evening.
   (D) It hit in the afternoon and was weaker by that evening.

This is the end of the Listening Test. Turn to Part 5 in your test book.

READING TEST
In the Reading test, you will read a variety of texts and answer several different types of reading comprehension questions. The entire Reading test will last 18 minutes. There are three parts, and directions are given for each part. You are encouraged to answer as many questions as possible within the time allowed.

You must mark your answers on the separate answer sheet. Do not write your answers in your test book.

Part 5

Directions: A word or phrase is missing in each of the sentences below. Four answer choices are given below each sentence. Select the best answer to complete the sentence. Then mark the letter (A), (B), (C), or (D) on your answer sheet.

26. Although he is quite excited about his relocation to the big city, it has been ------- for Max to cope with the stress of his new job.
   (A) difficulty
   (B) difficult
   (C) difficulties
   (D) with difficulty

27. The waves rocked the boat so ------- that night that it was hard to believe they were sleeping at sea.
   (A) gentle
   (B) gently
   (C) gentleness
   (D) more gentle

28. No matter how ------- times I tell you to turn off the lights when you leave the room, you always seem to forget.
   (A) much
   (B) many
   (C) often
   (D) large

29. I really don’t think the new secretary does as ------- as her predecessor did.
   (A) a good job
   (B) good a job
   (C) good job
   (D) so good job
30. Since you are going to be away for two weeks, we ------- a substitute until a week from Wednesday.
(A) would have to find  
(B) will have to find  
(C) should have to find  
(D) were having to find

31. Randall is very excited about his trip next month, because he ------- been to Europe.
(A) has ever not  
(B) has ever  
(C) has never  
(D) had never

32. If you put the money in a special tax-free account and follow all the rules, the government cannot go ------- you for taxes.
(A) through  
(B) before  
(C) over  
(D) after

Part 6

Directions: Read the texts that follow. A word, phrase, or sentence is missing in parts of each text. Four answer choices for each question are given below the text. Select the best answer to complete the text. Then mark the letter (A), (B), (C), or (D) on your answer sheet.

Questions 33 - 36 refer to the following letter.

Ernest Gordon Consultants  
723 E. 45th St.  
New York, NY, USA

Dear Mr. Gordon,

My name is Petar Lozanov and I ------- Innovative Water Treatment Associates, of Bulgaria. Perhaps you recall that I was ------- you by Paul Redmond at an industry show in Los Angeles late last year.

Our company has a line of ------- effective water filtration systems that remove 99.9% of all water contaminants. -------. In the past two years, we have been looking to expand our focus to North America.

I would like to discuss the possibilities of having you find distributorships for us. I work quite late, so if you could call me in the morning your time, or fax me a time to reach you, I would greatly appreciate it. My contact info is: +359 2 555 8100, voice; +359 2 555 8100, fax.

Thank you in advance.

Best regards,

Petar Lozanov

33. (A) represent  
   (B) representing  
   (C) representative  
   (D) represents

34. (A) introduced with  
   (B) introducing  
   (C) introduced to  
   (D) introduced for

35. (A) extraordinary  
   (B) excessively  
   (C) expectantly  
   (D) extremely

36. (A) We have begun marketing our products to the international market.  
   (B) As I have said, I have known Paul Redmond since 1998.  
   (C) The information also appears in our letterhead.  
   (D) Thank you for agreeing to distribute this product for us.
Part 7

Directions: In this part you will read a selection of texts, such as magazine and newspaper articles, e-mails, and instant messages. Each text or set of texts is followed by several questions. Select the best answer for each question and mark the letter (A), (B), (C), or (D) on your answer sheet.

Questions 37 - 39 refer to the following form.

South East Air Globetrotter Miles Partners
Enroll in “Miles-from-the-Aisles” & earn SEA Globetrotter Miles!

It’s easy to earn more miles every day! Every time your eligible grocery purchases reach $250 with your Marcus Supermarket Club Card, you’ll earn 125 Globetrotter bonus miles. And, we give you 1,000 bonus miles right away just for signing up!

Please complete the form below:

(Do not use any spaces or dashes with the numbers.)

Globetrotter Miles number: 011999477
Phone Number: 6125550971
Club Card Number: 320659218
Email Address: RobQ@mnl.com

If you are not a Globetrotter Miles member, join now.

37. What is the following online form used for?
(A) To inquire about missing Globetrotter Miles
(B) To quit the Globetrotter Miles program
(C) To sign up for an affiliate program for extra Globetrotter Miles
(D) To find out which flights are eligible for bonus Globetrotter Miles

38. What does someone who fills out the form receive first?
(A) A new Globetrotter Miles Card
(B) A bonus of 250 miles
(C) An extra 125 miles
(D) A 1,000 mile bonus

39. How much money must be spent to earn 250 miles?
(A) $125
(B) $250
(C) $500
(D) $750

Questions 40 - 42 refer to the following text message chain.

Peter Ingram: 7:36
Hi Lei, sorry I'm running behind. I'm at the grocery store. I was wondering if there was anything specific you wanted me to pick up for the party.

Lei Zhang: 7:37
Hey Peter, someone actually brought a pie. I think some ice cream would go really well with it.

Peter Ingram: 7:38
Okay, that sounds good. Let me get over to the frozen section.

Peter Ingram: 7:38
I'm here. What flavor should I get?

Lei Zhang: 7:40
Regular vanilla would probably be fine.

Peter Ingram: 7:41
How many cartons?

Lei Zhang: 7:42
Maybe two full-size ones.

Peter Ingram: 7:43
Will do. I'll be there in 15 minutes or so.

Lei Zhang: 7:43
Great, thanks.

40. What is suggested about Mr. Ingram?
(A) He is late to the party.
(B) He need directions.
(C) He doesn’t know Ms. Zhang.
(D) He needs help with a problem.

41. Why does Ms. Zhang recommend purchasing ice cream?
(A) She wants to have it with her family tomorrow.
(B) She thinks pie and ice cream are a good match.
(C) She usually serves ice cream at her parties.
(D) She needs it to make coffee floats.

42. At 7:43, what does Mr. Ingram mean when he writes, “Will do”?
(A) He will ask if anyone has any preferences.
(B) He will call back with more details.
(C) He will see if they have what he needs.
(D) He will pick up what Ms. Zhang requested.
Below are the number of medals of each of the top ten scorers in the Olympic Summer Games including the 1906 Games, which are not recognized by the International Olympic Committee. Gold, silver and bronze medals are all calculated together here. These figures do not show the number of medals from any Winter Games. For winter games, the number one country is Norway and the U.S. ranks as number 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Number of Medals</th>
<th>Graphical Representation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. United States</td>
<td>2,116</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. United Kingdom</td>
<td>638</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. France</td>
<td>598</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Italy</td>
<td>479</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Sweden</td>
<td>469</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Hungary</td>
<td>443</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Germany</td>
<td>435</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Australia</td>
<td>350</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Finland</td>
<td>296</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Japan</td>
<td>296</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

43. What type of graph is this?
   (A) One that lists gold, silver and bronze medals for the Winter Games
   (B) A graph that indicates the summer medals each country has earned
   (C) Something that charts the number of times each country has held events
   (D) A graph for gold medals earned in the Summer Games

44. Which two countries have the smallest difference in their records?
   (A) Italy and Sweden
   (B) Japan and Finland
   (C) Germany and Hungary
   (D) Sweden and Hungary

45. How great is the difference between the countries with the most and the least medals?
   (A) The country with the most has just about five times as many as the tenth ranking country.
   (B) The country with the least has about one fourth as many as the one with the most.
   (C) The one with the most has slightly more than seven times that of the one with the least.
   (D) The country with the least has just half that of the one with the most.
46. Why did Ms. Melman order from Home Entertaining Experts?

(A) To obtain some items for a party she is planning on New Year’s
(B) To send a gift to her sister for her wedding
(C) To give a gift to her brother for his birthday
(D) To send to her supervisor as a present

47. How many sets of appetizer dishes did she get?

(A) One
(B) Two
(C) Three
(D) Four

48. Why did she contact customer service?

(A) Because nothing was ever received
(B) Because something that was received was broken
(C) Because part of the order did not arrive
(D) Because she received the wrong color of one of the items

49. How much did Ms. Melman spend?

(A) $44.65, before tax and shipping
(B) $44.65, after tax and shipping
(C) $56.60, before tax and shipping
(D) $53.15, including tax and shipping

50. What does Ms. Melman want the company to do to solve the problem?

(A) Refund the money for part of her order
(B) Make sure that the necessary items can get there on time with standard shipping
(C) Use a quicker shipping method and send out the necessary items
(D) Send a letter apologizing to her brother for the delay